THE 1O BEST-EVER
ANXIETY MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

ONE

How Your Broin Mokes You Anxious

Understqnding How Your Broin Mokes You Anxious
& Whot You Con Do to Chonge lt

lflithout becoming an expert in brain chemistry, you can leant how yottr
brain makes you alxio1rs so that you will knorv wl-ry the 10 best-ever anxiety management techniques work. Of course, as I indicate.l, tfiey wclrk
even if you do not know rvhy they worli, but it is my belief tl-iat you will
apply them more effecrively if you unclerstand how iloing these tecfiniqtres
will char-rge your brain in ways thar will rnake yotr less anxiotts for life.

MARGARET WEHRENBERG
NEURONS, NFUROTRANSMIITFRS, AND
COMMUNICATION IN YOUR BRAIN
Your brain is a complicated network of brain cells called tretlrotts. You
have 10 billion neurons, and each of them can connect with 10,000
other neurons. The possibilities for how those cells connect and network
are virtuatly endless. There is more to know about how tl-ie brain works
than we will learn in our lifetimes. BLrt whar we know so far is that every
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function in your body, every thought yoit I'iave, e\/ery emotion you feel,
is the result of activity in the brain. If your brain is dead, then even with
healthy organs, nothing will rvork. And just like you do not feel your best
if you have an organ in your body that is malfunctioning, your thoughts
and errotions can be troubled trnless every part of the brain is working well'
Neuroscience researchers have leamed so nuch about rhe brain in
recent years that it is now possible to clescribe how some parts of tl're
brain contribute to feelings of anxiety. Tlris has made qrrite a difference
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ro rhe way those of us i1 the rnental health profession view the treat'
ment of anxiety. Although many techniques we fiave used f6r years
remain effective, we now know why those techniques work so well
and we know more about when and how to use techniques for your

benefit. And we also know now that you can at least get relief from
anxiety symproms even before you complete psychotherapy for other
problems. Again, remember tfiat you can t se your brain to change your
hrain.
The 1O best-ever anxiety rnanagernent techniques are designed to
diminish or eliminate the most common problems of anxiety: panic attacks, worrying, and social fears. They take advant2ge of what we know
about how these symptoms are caused by problems in brain ftrnctioning'

How Does Your Broin Communicole?
those i0 billion nelrrons hrrve to comtnunicate with each other to
creare your thoughts, behaviors, and emotions (among the other many
tasks we are nor going to discr"rss here). So how do they dg it? Neurons
communicate by sen.ling messengers back and fbrth in the space between brain cells, callecl the synapse. These messengefs of the brain are
called neurotransmitters. Different messages are carriecl by different neu'
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rotransmitters. I will describe those shortly.
Every message needs to be received. How a message is interpreted
and how it affects brain function depends on where in the brain the message is received. The meaning of a message being sent is determined by
who is reading it. For example, let's say you send an email that communicates your lor,e for a coworker. lf you send it to the object of yotrr affec'

rions, ir rnay be readily receivecl and induce a feeling of warmth and
huppl'ess, but what if you accidentally send it to the person you just
broke up with? The salne lnessage in d-ie wrong rnailbox causes agitation
for the heartbroken person who reads it. And lvl-rat if the boss gets that
Same note, and starts to fret about what yoll are doing on your work
tirne? Same message, different result, depending on the receiver'

(gop between

,,/

cells)

receiving neuron

\

receptor site
Figure 1.1 Neurotransmitters, represented as diamonds, are release.l fiotn a neurt,tt
into the synapse to be received by another neuron.

In a way, this happens with neurotransfilitters. Tirke dopamine, for
example. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that is received in one part of
your brain as "l feel good." (And not just ho-hum good, but the James

Brown version, "l fee-eel goodl") Br-rt, if it is receivecl in the thinking part
of your brain, it works more to cause yoLl to pay attention to what is go'
ing on. In yet another part of your brain, dopamine helps you have

smooth motor functioning. People lvith Parkinson's disease are losit-tg
dopamine. So, as you can see, dopamine produces different results depending on where in the brain ir is received.
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Receiving Messoges

Even if the number of neurotransmitters and their transmission are fine,
anxiety can still occur if the message has problems at the receiving end.
The neurons whose role it is to pick up messages may not do so easily'. lf
that is the case, a neurotransmitter ma-v not be received and the message
(such as to calm down or feel good) does not get received. In particular,

GABA rs responsible for slowing down acrir'that you can stop brain cells from firing off messages.
The networks of communication have to get cleared for new rnessages to
be sent. So, if GABA is not being received very well, you may end up
ieeling very anxious or even panicky, depending on where in the brain
the GABA is working (or not, as the case may be).
You knorv that there are radio waves and cell phone signals in the
air ail around you, but vou need to have vour eeuipment runed in til
make sense of the message. Once the signai is received, vour equipment
has to interpret and send informarion along. That is where brain function comcs in. Different parts of the brain receive, send, interpret, and
create responses to the signals they 1sgsir.. The parts of the brain that
are of most interest in discussing anxiety piay those roles-receivers and
relayers of inforrnation, coordinators and interpreters of signals that
help to form a coherent picture of information and parts of the brain
that create new responses ro information as it comes in. Different parts
of the brain have different fr-rnctions, but just like completing a cali on a
wireless phone requires the phone to receive a signal, interpret it, and
then reverse that to transmit back what vou say, the parts of your brain
aii need to function smoothly for messages to be clearly received and
a neurotransmitter called
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I discuss individual neurotransmitters and their roie in creating
anxiety symptoms, you should rhink for a minute about how much the
brain iikes evervthing to be in balance. You already know your brain
Before
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'
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Glutamate

.r

acid' t''ut no one uses tne
GABA (or gamma aminobutyric
long name)
Serotonin

o NorepinePhrine
o Dopamine

Briefl1', the function of each neurotransmitter in relation to causing

anxiety is as follows:
Glutamate. Think of glutanlate

as the brain's "go" signal.

Giutamare

signals or excites neurons to fire, that is, to send out dreir neurotransrnii-

ters.

it

is distributed through the whole brain, because all the neurons

need signals to fire.

GABA. Every "go" signal needs a "stop" signal. GABA is the stop
signal. lt slows and stops the firing of neurons. GABA is also found
throughout the brain. When GABA i-. not slorving things down effectirrely clr if GABA and glutamate are not in balance with one another
and giutamate is too high, you may feel agitated, r.vhich is a set-up for
anxiety.

Serotonin. Serotclnin neurotranslnittcrs are few in nurnber cc',mGABA and glutamate, but mightl' in their effecrs. You need

pared to

serotonin to regulate your mood so yoLl are not too negative, to keep apperite and sleep patterns stable, ro heip with impulse control, and t<r
modulate your pain perception. With so many functions, it is clear that

if serotonin is off balanc€, you could have a lot of different problems.
The klnds of problems you have depend on how seriousiy serotonin is
off balance and which part of the brain does not have enough of lt.
Later in this chapter, as I discuss areas of the brain that affect anxiety, I
will refer to the problems that each neurotransmitter can cause in these
areas.

Norepinephrine. lf your brain had an energizer bunny, norepinephrine would be it. Norepinephrine keeps you mentally alert, and your
body enslgstic in general. For example, it is important for keeping blood
pressure balanced. When you need fast energy to handle stress-like you
are suddenly scared you will miss the bus-you get a little help frorn norepinephrine for energv. When yc'ru itave too much norepinephrine (ar-rd
there are many reasons u'hy that might be) you wiil feel jittery, "wired,"
"uptight," or generaliy too rense.
Dopamine. As in my earlier example, dopamine's message depends a
lot on which part of the brain is receiving it. In one part of your brain,
dopamine can send the message "mm-mtrnmm good," so it is responsible
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for your feelings of pieasure. But if it is received in the thinking part of
your brain, it helps you to pay attention. Knowing what pleasure feels
like motivates you to do what felt good, so dopamine is very important

in anxiety. Getting motivated to achieve your goals will help you face
your fears to overcome anxiety. Paying attention rs also important because it can either cause anxiety by forcing you to concentrate on what
is negative or frightening, or it can help you stop anxiety by forcing y<-ru
to concentrate on what is positive or soothing.

IHE

STRUCTURES CF THE BRAIN AND ANXIETY

The messengers of the brain, the neurotransmitters, are received in ditferent parts of the brain, and where they are received affects the message.
Your brain has many different struc[ures within it, and some of those
work together in svstems to get a task done. Aiso, different systems can
work together. Keeping it simple and looking only at how your brain
might generate anxiety, i am going to discuss the parts of these systems:

o

The neruouss)stem, which has nen'es that get your organs gci-

o

ing and nerves that calm dorvn the activity in your organs
The stress respons€ s),srcm, which gets hclrmones such as adrenalin pumping

.

The limbic s"tstem, the center of emotion and memory

o

The basal ganglia, which together coordinate motivation and

movement

.

The cortex, which

is
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responsible for language, thinking, decision-

making-essentially, all the conscious aspects of your brain

The Nervous System

The nervous svstem is all the nerves that run through the body and
connect to the spinal cord and the brain. Nerves tell your muscles to

The Stress Response System

In'rder for vc'"-rr b.d1' t. ha'e trie energv
ii neetls when the sympathetic
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i,our bod1,, you 1e.d ,.r_"
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These hormones travel through your bloodsream and mobilize your body
to release stores of fuel (glucose and fat) to be used in the energy-hrrrning

rhat muscles perform when they have to work hard. This is the stress response: a system lo get vou energy when you need it. it can work for any
length of time, from brief and inconsequential little releases of energy to
short, powerful bursts ofenergy, to sustained and extended stress response
such as when you are under the burden of difficult emotions or expectarions. Whether you are sitting by a sick child in the hospiml emergellcy

room or on your third day of 16-hour workdavs to meet a project deadline, your stress response is working to make energy availabie. As you

might imagine, a stress response cannot go on forever without relief. \bu
can become very anxious as the result of unremitting stress.
The Limbic Sysiem

The emotional work of the brain is done in the parts of the brain that
together are called the limbic system. The term "limbic" comes from a
word that means ring, and it refers to the location in the center of the
brain where these various structures are grouped. They work together to
help form emotions and memories. The names and basic functions of the

par$ of the limbic system are:

.
'

Thalamus
Hypothalamus

o

Hippocampus

'

Amygdala

Each part or structure in the limbic system plays a specific role in the

creation of emotional responses, and each part i-s connected to other parts
of the brain ar-rd the nervous systems so that some of rheir work can be
done r.l.ithout thinking about it. For example, if you are faced with an
emergency, like a child running away from you into trafiic, you don't

want to take time to think about whether you need energy. Yor-rr body
gives it to yol.r without intentional thought. (i will discuss the relationshin of thought and feeling in many place-. throughout the book.) How
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trigger panic attacks. ln the case of BG energl', some is good, a lot can
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The Coriex

The structures of the limbic system work together to send messages to
the thinking parts of the brain-the cortex. Cortex means "bark" or covering, and in human beings that covering on the lower brain is very
thick. Such a thick correx is necessary ro deal with social information.
Our abiiity ro rhink about thinking and about emotions, and our ability
to think about wl-rat others are thinking and feeling, is rrossible because
of the cortex. To understand anxiety, it will be useful to look at activir)'
in these parts of the cortex:

o

The anterior cingilnte gyrus (ACG), the filter and amplifier of

infbrmation
Tlrc orbito frontal cortex (OFC), the place where working
menory is held
o The prefrontal coruex (PFC), the CEO where all information is
ultimately received, analyzed, and responded to

.
The Bosol Gonglic (BG)

ganglia (BG)
group of neurons' The basal
concentrated
a
is
ganglia
A
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ero\/
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dopamine' When you do something
when it receil'es the messenger
you feel
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that made
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give you drive but make you tense, and too much can flip over into panic.
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were doing
want to repeat whatever you

.{ lot oi informaiion irum

your senses arrd from the organs of your
bodv needs review by the prefrontal cortex. To be efficiently handied,
the infc'lrmation has to be organired, so the responses from the cortex
back to the emotional brain can return swiftly and appropriately.
The anterior cingulate gyrus (ACG). This area of the cortex helps

to organize information. Located between the limbic system and the
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The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). This area of the cortex is like the
vice-president in charge of brain-storming. it commands the process calied

working memory, which holds pieces of information just long enough to
use them to complete asks of everyday mental functioning. Also, working

\
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When this part of the cortex is functioning correctil' people have good
impulse control; that is, they don't lump the gun on "half-baked" ideas.
Rather, they make decisions based on information. When neurotransmir-
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ters are in balance in the OFC, then your mood is optimistic and
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(bodily) expeiience of the situation'
tance, aiong with 'o"lu'it
has to oc'
filtering of incoming information
together for analysis' This
of neurodoes not have a good balance
cur smoothly' Wh"t ie ACC
and be unable to shift
stuck on negative feelings
rransmirrel.s, ir can get
on
at sending anaiysis back

it less efficient
them forwara,
'n"'"ii:*aking gets stuck' qualities you may see and feel
to the amygdala' lf your ACG

c'rr

it

seerns

soived nnci are not hopeless. For this reason, the

OFC is quire important in anxiety because this soluticln-oriented part of
rhe correx helps control fear by irs optimistic, problem-solving activity.
The prefrontal cortex (PFC). The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is the
CEO of ti-ie brain. This is u'here all the information from your entire
body and all the other parts of your brain is ultimately received and where
decisions are made about how to respond to it. The buck stops here.
When the PFC gets good data flom the resr of the brain, it has what it
needs to analyze whether a situation is actually threatening or not. lt decides u'hether the data should be put into iong-term memory storage or
disrrissed as Llnnecessary. it creates new solutions to problerns and plans
how to carq" those out. The PFC needs clarity and energy to do this.
When it is short on neurotransmitters or they are out of balance or excessive, then thinking is rmpaireC.
Yrru may have heard about differences bet'*'een right-brain and left-brain

activity and wonder if this is inpcxtant to trnxiety as rveli. The short answer is that every part of the brain described above has two sides, riglrt
and left. )bur brain is efficient-it does not double up on activity-to ,L,.,
right and dre left siCes, cailed "hernispheres", in effect have subspecialtics
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HOW YOUR BRAIN MAKES YOU
ANXIOUS

within their individual functions. For example, the right side of the amygdala (which, you will recall, is overail responsible for noticing what is important, especially if it is threatening) recognizes swiftly cues of danger. The

anxietl" I want ro revier.l' briefly
how it may be that you do not
have a
good suppry of neurorransmitrers.
Then I wi' chart how symptoms
of
anxiety might be generated by
the acti'iry of neurorransmirrers
in
differenr parrs of the brain
A person may not have enough neuroffansmitters
for any number of
reasons' For example, you
might iust nor have been bom
with a plentiful
supply' lbu may not haveenough
to feel good. This is likely rrue
when people feel they have been depress.d
o.
mosr of their rives. Life circumstances can make that problem ".riious
worse. tauma or illness can
deprete
the supply of some neuroransmitters,
like serotonin, or inrensifi, levels
of

ieft side of the aml'gdala compares the current cue of danger to see if the sit-

uation is as dangerous as it seems. If the situation tums out to be different
than a former situation, it adjusts the reaction accordingly, so the next time
the cue comes in, the amygdaia wili be able to use the new information.

The two hemispheres of the cortex also share the load of analyzing,
although the left prefrontal cortex is the final decision maker. ln generai,
the right hemisphere of your corteli handles nonverbal information. it
hcars the tone and sees the facial expressions that communicate what
the words you hear really mean. It contributes to understanding spatial
information. The left brain provides the vocabr,rlary ef words and math
symbois and the anaiytic rvork of the rneanrng of experiences.
Anxiet,v management techniques aim to controi your anxious symptoms primarily through the left brain, using words, analysis, and decisionmaking to control the rest of your brain and your body. Psychotherapl'
methods that activate other parts of the brain are certainly available, and
necessariiy so, because difficult ploblems such as resolving long-standing
trauma, changing the impact of childhood experiences, or aiterir-rg dark
moods such as despair, require different ll'ork than just anxiety management techniques. lf your anxiety stems from a history of trauma, then you
will likely need psychotherapy to release the impact of that tlauma. Your
anxiety may be hard to diminish or it may repeatedly return if deeper
therapeutic work is not done. Horverrer, tl-re 10 best-ever techniques presented in this book will put your left prefrontal cortex to work.

norepinephrine and therefore
intensify the impact of the
uauma or ilrness,
which' if left untreared, can continue
for years. chronic stress uses
up your
extra supplies of neurorransmitrers
and creates a deficit whire preventing
the opportunity to rebuird your
suppry. poor sreep and nutrition
arso diminish neurotransmitter supplies.
So, j"p.r-,di'g on your circumsrances,
there
couid be one or many reasons your
neurotransmitters get out of
balance.

Take a look at th
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in,erac, wi,h ,he
,.d,]
The neurotransmi*er with the
most wide-ranging impact in
crearing anxi<-rus symptoms is serotonin
(SE). When seroronin

is low, it wreaks havoc
in mosr of the brain system. If serotonini
main function is to regurate,

then losing regulation has predictabl"
r"rults for the caim, orderry
ment of a threat and your response
to it.
Thble

assess-

l'1

How Brain strucrures Are Affected
when Serotonin Levels Are Low
Brain Structure
Anxious S)'mptom
limbic system (amygdala)
negarrvlt),, worry sensitivity
to threat
prefrontai cortex (pFC)
poor pianning, unable to push
negarrviry au'rv or finC a posirive

HOW THE PARTS OF THE BRAIN WCRK TOGETHER
TC CREATE ANXIETY SYMPTOMS
The impact of the neurotransmitters in different parts of the brain affects
what kinds of anxiety symptoms you experience. Having described the
neurotransmitters and the parts of the brain relevant to understanding

i5:

frame, loss ol-cmotionai cr)ntrol
or

aflscr regularion
orbir ofronral cortex (OFC)

poor impulse control, inational
responses to problerns

anterror cingulate gyrus (ACG)

___>

rurninating worry,, inflexible
attitude
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Norepinephrine Levels Are High
Tabie 1.2 How Brain Structures Are Affected When

Anxious Symptom

Brain Structure
throughout the

brain

->

general overarousal, innet jitteriness,
physical and mental tension

(PFC)
basal ganglia (BG)

*--->

hypervigilance, scattered thougirts

---->

restlessness, "wired" sensarion

sympathetic nervous system

->

prefrontal cortex

panic attacks or acute anxiety' sense of
doom

Thble 1.3 How Brain Structures Are Affected When Dopamine (DA) Levels Are Lorv

Brain

Structure

basal ganglia

high

DA

--->

isnorepinephrine(NE).NEistroubieprimarilywhenitistoohigh.The
brain and body' Like
levei of NE sets a tone of tension throughout the
big responses' Bethe energizer it is, NE causes small stresses to trigger
it does
level of tension in an anxious person is already so high,
cause the

low

DA

---->

(BG)rtaffectspleasure,whichtranslatesintomotivation..Whenlevels
levels are too high'
are iow there is an absence of good feelings. When
DA is necessary
DA may foster too much drive' ln the prefronnl corlex
inattentive' but
for paying attention, so when it is low you might be
whenitissufficientyoucanpayattentionandfocuson|asks.Dopamine
and during that time it
can be temporarily high during a time of trauma'
The very high,
contributes to the creation of powerful cues for anxiety.
the brain differbut temporary, levels of dopamine during crisis affect
the imently than chronicaliy high ieveis of DA. Table 1.3 surnmarizes
brain'
pact of high or low DA levels in different areas of the
creating anxi'
The final neurotransmitter that is very important in
the brain in vast
ety is GABA. GABA neurons are found throughout
needed to slow down
numbers because GABA is the brain's "stop" signal,
effects of gluamate'
the firing of neurons in your brain. it balances the

loss of interest or pleasure, low
mottvatl(]n

prefrontal cortex (PFC)

chronically high

-->

DA --+

over-focus on detail may trigger
subsequent panic or acute anxiety
psychosis or delusional states

Table 1.4 How Brain Structures Are Affected When GABA Is inefiective

Brain
entire

Structure
brain
---->

nottakemuchofabumpfromNEtopushtheirtensionleveloverthe

of the major ways
top into panic or acute anxiery' Table 1'2 shows some
high NE can result in anxietl"
because it has
Dopamine (DA) is an interesting neurotransmitter
it is too high, again
impiications for anxiety when it is too low and when
In the basal ganglia
d"p"r-rdirrg on where its message is being received'

high ddve, high motivation,
perfectionrsm

temporarily high DA

to create anxiety
The next neurotransmitter with powerful influence

Anxious Symptom

basal ganglia (BG)

-+

Anxious Symptom
agiration from glutamate imbalance
exacerbares other problems caused by
neurotransmitter imbalances
heightened energy rone, panic atracks

the neurotransmitter that acts as rhe "go" signal. When GABA is insufficient or is not being easily received by neurons waiting for its signal to
stop firing, the result is overactivity in whatever part of the brain in

which GABA is not working. Table 1.4 shows the most significant disruptions from ineffective GABA.

CCNCTUSICN
When you feel anxious and are thinking over whar to do to handle a situation, you might remember what part of your brain is contributing to
that feeling or yoLr might nor. All you really need to remember is which
techniques to apply to manage the symptom. The more you apply the
techniques, the better chance you have of calming down your brain and
decreasing the likelihood that the symptoms will continue ro bother
you. So read on-the 10 best-ever anxiety management techniques are
in the chapters aheadl

